
 

Total solar eclipse wows North America.
Clouds part just in time for most

April 9 2024, by Marcia Dunn

  
 

  

The moon partially covers the sun during a total solar eclipse, as seen from Eagle
Pass, Texas, Monday, April 8, 2024. Credit: AP Photo/Eric Gay

After beholding the midday darkness of a total solar eclipse that raced
across the continent, thousands of spectators in New England were stuck
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seeing only brake lights Monday night as highway traffic backed up for
hours.

Crowds of motorists leaving remote northern New Hampshire in the late
afternoon clogged local roads leading to Interstate 93, which they found
also thronged by cars inching southward. By midnight, some drivers had
traveled only 50 miles (80 km) in nine hours.

The New Hampshire Department of Transportation urged patience and
said there were about 22,000 more vehicles visiting the tiny state
compared to the same time last year. Heavy traffic was also reported in
Vermont and Massachusetts.

For those unlucky travelers, the gridlock made for a frustrating end to a
thrilling day for those fortunate enough to glimpse the spectacle of the
eclipse through clear skies.

Street lights blinked on and the planets came into view, as the moon
shrouded the sun for a few minutes across the land. Dogs howled, frogs
croaked and some people wept, all part of the eclipse mania gripping
Mexico, the U.S. and Canada.

Almost everyone in North America could see at least a partial eclipse,
weather permitting.

It was the continent's biggest eclipse audience ever, with a couple
hundred million people living in or near the shadow's path, plus scores of
out-of-towners flocking in to see it. With the next coast-to-coast eclipse
21 years out, the pressure was on to catch this one.
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A nighttime sky unfolds in the afternoon as the moon partially covers the sun
during a total solar eclipse, as seen from the air in a Cessna 172 aircraft, at about
5,000 ft., over in Arkadelphia, Ark., within the path of totality, Monday, April 8,
2024. Credit: AP Photo/Gerald Herbert

Clouds blanketed most of Texas as the total solar eclipse began its 
diagonal dash across land, starting along Mexico's mostly clear Pacific
coast and aiming for Texas and 14 other U.S. states, before exiting into
the North Atlantic near Newfoundland.

In Georgetown, Texas, the skies cleared just in time to give spectators a
clear view. In other spots, the eclipse played peek-a-boo with the clouds.

"We are really lucky," said Georgetown resident Susan Robertson. "Even
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with the clouds it is kind of nice, because when it clears up, it is like,
Wow!"

"I will never unsee this," said Ahmed Husseim of Austin, who had the
eclipse on his calendar for a year.

Just east of Dallas, the hundreds gathered at Mesquite's downtown area
cheered and whistled as the clouds parted in the final minutes before
totality. As the sun finally became cloaked, the crowd grew louder,
whipping off their eclipse glasses to soak in the unforgettable view of
the sun's corona, or spiky outer atmosphere, and Venus shining
brilliantly off to the right.
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Solar prominences are seen during a total solar eclipse in Dallas, Texas on
Monday, April 8, 2024. Credit: Keegan Barber/NASA via AP

Going into Monday's spectacle, northern New England into Canada had
the best chances of clear skies, and that didn't change. Holly Randall,
who watched from Colebrook, New Hampshire, said experiencing the
eclipse was beyond her expectations.

"I didn't expect to cry when I saw it," she said, as tears ran down her
face.

The show got underway in the Pacific before noon EDT. As the darkness
of totality reached the Mexican resort city of Mazatlán, the faces of
spectators were illuminated only by the screens of their cellphones.

The cliff-hanging uncertainty of the weather added to the drama. But the
morning's overcast skies in Mesquite didn't rattle Erin Froneberger, who
was in town for business and brought along her eclipse glasses.

"We are always just rushing, rushing, rushing," she said. "But this is an
event that we can just take a moment, a few seconds that it's going to
happen and embrace it."
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The moon partially covers the sun during a total solar eclipse, as seen through
clouds from the air in a Cessna 172 aircraft, at about 5,000 ft., over in
Arkadelphia, Ark., within the path of totality, Monday, April 8, 2024. Credit:
AP Photo/Gerald Herbert

A festival outside Austin wrapped up early on Monday because of the
threat of afternoon storms. Festival organizers urged everyone to pack
up and leave.

Eclipse spectators at Niagara Falls State Park had to settle for darkness,
but no stunning corona views. As people made their way out of the park
a little more than an hour later, the sun broke through.

"I'd give it a 6 out of 10," said Haleigh Thibodeau, who traveled from
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Buxton, Maine, with her mother.

In Rushville, Indiana, the street lights lit up as darkness fell, drawing
cheers and applause from residents gathered on porches and sidewalks.

For some, eclipse day was also their wedding day. Couples exchanged
vows in a mass ceremony at a park in Trenton, Ohio.

St. Louis was just outside totality, but that didn't stop residents from
taking in the scene from the Mississippi River aboard the Tom Sawyer, a
paddlewheel riverboat.

  
 

  

A window reflection of the Empire State building appears behind James Hudson,
left, from Long Island, N.Y., as he wears special glasses to view a partial eclipse
of the moon covering the sun, Monday April 8, 2024, in New York. Credit: AP
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Photo/Bebeto Matthews

"I almost enjoyed it a little bit more because it didn't go black," said
passenger Jeff Smith of St. Louis.

During Monday's full eclipse, the moon slipped right in front of the sun,
entirely blocking it. The resulting twilight, with only the sun's outer
atmosphere or corona visible, was long enough for birds and other
animals to fall silent, and for planets and stars to pop out.

At the Fort Worth Zoo, Adam Hartstone-Rose, a researcher from North
Carolina State University, said most animals remained relatively calm.
One gorilla climbed atop a pole and stood there for several seconds,
likely a sign of vigilance.

"Nobody was doing sort of bonkers behavior," he said.

The out-of-sync darkness lasted up to 4 minutes, 28 seconds. That's
almost twice as long as it was during the U.S. coast-to-coast eclipse
seven years ago because the moon was closer to Earth.
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A total solar eclipse is seen from Arlington, Texas, Monday, April 8, 2024.
Credit: AP Photo/Julio Cortez
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The moon partially covers the sun during a total solar eclipse, as seen from Eagle
Pass, Texas, Monday, April 8, 2024. Credit: AP Photo/Eric Gay
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Samantha Palmer, left, and Gerald Lester watch a total solar eclipse before
getting married during the event, Monday, April 8, 2024, in Trenton, Ohio.
Credit: AP Photo/Joshua A. Bickel
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Restaurant workers in the Flatiron district of Manhattan take a break to view the
solar eclipse, Monday, April 8, 2024, in New York. Credit: AP Photo/John
Minchillo
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Members of the Cincinnati Reds use special glasses as they watch the solar
eclipse before a baseball game against the Milwaukee Brewers in Cincinnati,
Monday, April 8, 2024. Credit: AP Photo/Aaron Doster
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The moon covers the sun during a total solar eclipse at the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway in Indianapolis, Monday, April 8, 2024. Credit: AP Photo/Michael
Conroy
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Ezekiel Trujillo, 4, of Albuquerque, N.M., observes the solar eclipse on Monday,
April 8, 2024, while attending the Pier 60 Sugar Sand Festival's solar eclipse
viewing party on Clearwater Beach. Douglas R. Clifford/Tampa Bay Times via
AP)
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Jordan Elliott smiles as she watches with solar glasses as the moon starts to cross
in front of the sun during a total solar eclipse Monday, April 8, 2024, in
Carbondale, Ill. Credit: AP Photo/Jeff Roberson
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Clouds part as a partial eclipse of the sun and moon is seen atop the cross on the
steeple of the New Sweden Evangelical Lutheran Church Monday, April 8, 2024,
in Manor, Texas. Credit: AP Photo/Charles Rex Arbogast
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Siara Timothy-Mondesir watches the solar eclipse from Prince Edward County,
Ontario, Monday, April 8, 2024. Credit: Sean Kilpatrick/The Canadian Press via
AP
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A resident of a downtown apartment complex glances out of his window as the
eclipse begins over Columbia, Mo., on Monday, April 8, 2024. Credit: Brian W.
Kratzer/Missourian via AP
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People use special glasses to watch a total solar eclipse in Mazatlan, Mexico,
Monday, April 8, 2024. Credit: AP Photo/Fernando Llano
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The moon partially covers the sun during a total solar eclipse, as seen near a
flagpole from Andrews Air Force Base, Md., Monday, April 8, 2024. Credit: AP
Photo/Susan Walsh
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Couples to be wed exchange rings just before totality during a solar eclipse
during a mass wedding ceremony at Trenton Community Park, Monday, April 8,
2024, in Trenton, Ohio. Credit: AP Photo/Jon Cherry
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A person is seen through a reflection in a window while using solar glasses
during the total solar eclipse in Fredericton, New Brunswick, Monday, April 8,
2024. Credit: Darren Calabrese/The Canadian Press via AP
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The large video screen over Progressive Field displays the total solar eclipse in
Cleveland, Monday, April 8, 2024, before the Cleveland Guardians home opener
baseball game against the Chicago White Sox. Credit: AP Photo/Carolyn Kaster

It took just 1 hour, 40 minutes for the moon's shadow to race more than
4,000 miles (6,500 kilometers) across the continent.

The path of totality—approximately 115 miles (185 kilometers)
wide—encompassed several major cities this time, including Dallas;
Indianapolis; Cleveland; Buffalo, New York; and Montreal. An
estimated 44 million people live within the track, with a couple hundred
million more within 200 miles (320 kilometers).

"This may be the most viewed astronomical event in history," said
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National Air and Space Museum curator Teasel Muir-Harmony, standing
outside the museum in Washington, awaiting a partial eclipse.

Experts from NASA and scores of universities were posted along the
route, launching research rockets and weather balloons, and conducting
experiments.

Monday's celestial sensation held special meaning for Fallon Vahani,
who followed the action from the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Blind
from birth, the 44-year-old Indianapolis resident moved her fingertips
over a Braille table reader, feeling the small plastic bumps pulsing as
they traced the moon's path. She'd listened to a radio broadcast of the
2017 eclipse and was eager to try this new method.

"I was very excited when I could finally understand what everyone else
was talking about," she said.

© 2024 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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